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Our earlier model of re-entrant liquid crystalline phases exhibited by highly polar compounds,
in which the mutual orientation of near-neighbour molecules can change from an antiparallel
to a parallel con� guration, has been extended to include both nematic and smectic interactions.
We show that, as the McMillan parameter a is decreased, the SmAd–SmA1 line goes over to
the SmAd–N1 Re line, � nally becoming the Nd Re–N1 Re transition line, the latter ending in a
critical point. This sequence is in agreement with the predictions of Prost’s Landau model as
well as with an experimental result. The phase sequence N–SmAd–Nd Re–N1 Re–SmA1 is
obtained on cooling for a range of aA values.

1. Introduction
Liquid crystals composed of highly polar compounds

exhibit double re-entrance and other unusual phenomena
[1]. It is well known from the successful Landau theory
of these phase transitions developed by Prost and
co-workers [1–4], that the presence of two competing
incommensurate lengths in the medium leads to these
phenomena. We have proposed a simple molecular
model [5] in which the molecular origin of the two
lengths is explained as follows: the interaction between
permanent dipoles favours an antiparallel orientation
(A) between neighbouring molecules [6]. This inter-
action energy is 3 1/r3 where r is the intermolecular
separation. The strongest intermolecular interaction
arises from the anisotropic dispersion energy between Figure 1. Schematic diagram showing (a) the antiparallel

con� guration of two molecules favoured at intermediatethe aromatic cores, resulting in the well known partial
molecular separations, and (b) the parallel con� gurationbilayer structure, � gure 1 (a). If the polar molecules are
favoured at relatively low values of intermolecular separation.parallel, the dipolar interaction is repulsive. However,
Solid arrows represent permanent dipole moments and

in view of the strong polarizability of the conjugated dotted arrows induced dipole moments. (For the sake of
aromatic core to which the dipole is attached, the latter clarity, the relative separation in (a) is exaggerated.)
induces an oppositely oriented dipole moment in the
neighbouring molecule, thus reducing the net dipole

This implies the existence of a polar short range order
moment of each molecule, � gure 1 (b). Further, in this

at low temperatures. Indeed such a polar short range
‘parallel’ or (P) con� guration, the chains are in close

order has been experimentally detected very recently
proximity, adding to the attractive interaction. Both

[7]. The two con� gurations shown in � gure (1) account
these e� ects are 3 1/r6 . Hence, as the density is increased,

naturally for the two length scales in the Landau theory
i.e. the temperature is lowered, one can expect a change

developed by Prost [2]. The McMillan parameter a
in the con� guration of the pairs from ‘A’-type to ‘P’-type.

which is a measure of the smectic interaction potential
is larger for the ‘A’-type of pairs compared with that for
the ‘P’-type of pairs, i.e. aA > aP [5].*Author for correspondence; e-mail: nvmadhu@rri.ernet.in
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We have developed a molecular theory of double For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that the
energy di� erence between the two con� gurationsreentrance using these ideas [5]. In a later paper [8],
has the following form:we extended the above model to predict the possibility

of a � rst order nematic to nematic transition considering
only the orientational interaction energy. Recent experi- DE = EA Õ EP = R1 kB TNIAR2

TR

Õ 1B (1)
ments indicate the possibility of such a nematic–nematic
transition [7, 9]. In a recent paper [10], we have also where kB is the Boltzmann constant, EA and EP
extended this model to explain the SmA1 –SmAd transition are the con� gurational energies of the A-type and
assuming a saturated nematic order (S= 1). Depending P-type pairs respectively, TNI is the nematic–
on the values of the parameters used, our calculations isotropic transition temperature of the A-type
show the possibility of (i) a � rst order SmA1 –SmAd pairs, R1 kB TNI is an interaction parameter and
transition changing to a continuous SmA1 to SmAd TR = T/TNI is the reduced temperature. R2 is the
evolution beyond a critical point, (ii) a re-entrant nematic reduced temperature at which the density of
lake associated with the SmA1 –SmAd transition, and the medium is such that DE becomes zero. For
(iii) the re-entrant nematic lake merging with the nematic TR > R2 , the A-type con� guration has the lower
sea. Further, we have also used the model including energy.
both nematic and smectic interactions to explain our (3) Since the A- and P-types of pairs are geometrically
experimental studies on the e� ect of a strong electric dissimilar, we assume the orientational potential
� eld on some of these phase transitions [11]. for A-type pairs, UA A , and P-type pairs, UPP , to

The � rst example of a nematic–nematic transition was be di� erent. We write, as in [8],
discovered in the re-entrant nematic range of a binary

UPP = YUA A (2)mixture [12], and was seen as a continuation of the
SmA1 –SmAd transition line. This sequence was also and the mutual interaction potential
predicted by the Landau theory [1]. In order to describe

UA P = UPA = P(UA A UPP )1 /2 (3)such a sequence, in the present short paper, we extend

our model used in [10] to include both the nematic and where P Þ 1 indicates a deviation from the
smectic interactions. Our calculations show that, as the geometric mean (GM) rule in the orientational
McMillan parameter aA (and hence the chain length potential. The McMillan parameters for A-type
in a homologous series) is decreased, SmAd–SmA1 line (aA ) and P-type (aP ) con� gurations can be written
goes over to the SmAd–N1 Re line which � nally becomes as
the Nd Re –N1 Re transition line, the latter ending in a

aA = 2 exp{ Õ [ pro /(ro +2c)] 2 } (4)critical point, as seen in the experiment [12]. Also for
a range of aA values, we get the possibility of the and
N–SmAd–Nd Re –N1 Re –SmA1 phase sequence on cooling.

aP = 2 exp{ Õ [ pro /(ro +c)] 2 } (5)Here, the su� x Re indicates that the nematic (N) is a
re-entrant phase and the su� xes ‘d’ and ‘1’ indicate that where ro and c are the lengths of the aromatic and
the short range (cybotactic) order of the polar molecules chain moieties of the molecule respectively. aP is
is of the ‘partial bilayer’ and ‘monolayer ’ types respectively. obviously related to aA . The mutual interaction

In the next section, the theoretical model is presented parameter
in brief. In § 3, the results of the calculation are discussed.

aA P = aPA = aE = Q(aA aP )1 /2 (6)

where Q Þ 1 indicates a deviation from the
2. Theoretical model

geometric mean rule in the smectic interaction.
2.1. Assumptions

(4) We decouple the translational and orientational
In order to simplify the calculations, the following

parts in the McMillan’s ‘mixed’ order parameter
assumptions, which are discussed elsewhere in detail

(s) and as in [5] write
[5, 8], have been made.

7 P2 (cos h) cos(2pZ/d)8
(1) As described in the introduction, the medium

= 7 P2 (cos h)8 7 cos (2pZ/d)8 (7)
is assumed to consist of ‘pairs’ of molecules

having either antiparallel (A) or parallel (P) i.e. s = St where 7 8 indicate a statistical average,
con� gurations. P2 (cos h) is the second Legendre polynomial, h

(2) As we described earlier, the A-type (P-type) con- the angle made by the molecular long axis with
the director, Z the coordinate of the molecular� guration is favoured at lower (higher) densities.
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centre along the direction of layer normal, d the given by:
layer thickness, and S and t the nematic and

F = U Õ TS. (12)
the smectic order parameters, respectively.

The distribution functions fA and fP are found by mini-(5) As explained in [10], a negative deviation from
mizing F . We can show that the decoupling assumptionthe geometric mean (GM) rule for the mutual
(see equation 7), leads to the resultinteraction between the components can be

expected (i.e. P and Q< 1) and also that the fA = fA o fA t , and fP = fPo fPt (13)
deviation increases as the molecular structures of

where fA o and fA t are the orientational and translationalthe two components in a mixture become more
distribution functions of the A-type pairs and fPo anddissimilar. Since P and Q always occur together
fPt are similar functions for P-type pairs.in the terms representing the mutual interaction

Hence the order parameters are given by:in all the equations, it is enough to consider such
a deviation for P only. Hence, as explained in

SA =P
1

0

P2 (cos hA i
) fA o d(cos hA i

) (14)[10], we can write,

P = P*(aA /aP ) (8 )
and

where P* is a constant chosen such that P < 1 in
the entire series. tA =P

1

0

cos (pZ ¾ ) fA t dZ ¾ (15)

2.2. Free energy and order parameters where the reduced co-ordinate Z ¾ = (2Z
i
/d )A is used. SP

The medium is assumed to consist of a mixture of and tP are obtained by interchanging the su� xes A and P
A-type pairs and P-type pairs. Extending the McMillan in equations (14) and (15). The equilibrium value of mole-
theory for mixtures, the potential energy of the ith fraction XA of the A-type pairs is found by minimizing F
A-type pair can be written as with respect to X A .

UA i
= Õ UA A X A SA P2 (cos hA i

)[ 1 +aA tA cos(2pZ
i
/d)A ]

3. Results and discussion
Õ UA PX P SPP2 (cos hA i

)[ 1 +aA PtP cos (2pZ
i
/d)A ] We look for the following types of solution:

(1) SA , SP Þ 0, tA = tP = 0 leading to nematic phase(9 )
which is N1 if X A is small and Nd if X A is large;

where X A , X P , SA , SP and tA , tP are the mole-fractions,
(2) SA , SP Þ 0, tA , tP Þ 0 leading to the smectic phase

and orientational and translational order parameters of
which is SmA1 if X A is small and SmAd if X AA- and P-type pairs respectively. Similarly for a P-type
is large.

pair, Up j
is obtained by interchanging su� xes A and P

For a given set of parameters, the free energy has fourin equation (9). Now, the internal energy of one mole
local minima w.r.t X A , two corresponding to nematicof pairs can be written as
phase and two to smectic phase. Of these, the phase
corresponding to the absolute minimum is the stable one.2U =

NX A

2
7 UA i 8 +

NX P

2
7 UPj 8

Õ NXP DE (10)
Depending on which two of these four local minima are
equal, we get the possibility of various phase transitions.where the factor 2 on the left hand side reminds us that
As described earlier [8], the P-type con� guration need notwe have a mole of pairs and we have also added the
be con� ned to pairs and hence the e� ective orientationalconcentration-dependen t part of the con� gurational
potential can be higher for P-type ‘pairs’ than for theenergy.
A-type, i.e. Y > 1 in equation (2). We have shown in [8]The molar entropy is given by
that P < 1 leads to N1 –Nd transition and for a chosen
set of Y, R1 and R2 , there is a Pc r it ic a l above which there

2S= Õ NkBCX A P fA i
ln fA i

d(cos hA i
)dZA i is a continuous evolution between N1 and Nd phases.

We choose a value of P* in equation (8) which gives
P < Pc r it ic a l such that N1 –Nd transition is possible for+X PP fPj

ln fPj
d(cos hPj

)dZPjD the chosen values of Y, R1 and R2 .
With Y = 1.4, R1 = 15, R2 = 0.6, P* = 0.15 and Q = 1,

Õ NkB (X A ln X A +X P ln X P ) (11)
we get the phase diagram shown in � gure (2). The
calculated phase diagram can be compared with thatwhere the last term is the entropy of mixing and fA and

fP are the normalized distribution functions of A- and obtained by experiment in [12]. The experiment was made
on a mixture of two compounds belonging to the sameP-type pairs respectively. The Helmholtz free energy is
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Keeping R1 , R2 , and Q the same, if Y and P* are
increased to 2 and 0.18, respectively, we get the similar
phase diagram shown in the inset. In this case, the range
of aA exhibiting the SmAd–N1 Re transition decreases.
These diagrams are also similar to those predicted by
the dislocation loop melting theory of Prost and Toner
[4].

While the topology of the calculated phase diagram
agrees with the experimental topology, the theory over-
estimates the temperature range of N1 Re . The molecular
theory is necessarily over simpli� ed, and a quantitative
comparison is not possible. A more detailed theory of
mixtures of polar compounds might give results in closer
agreement with the experimental data.

In conclusion, our earlier molecular theory of smectic
phases with saturated nematic order [10] has been
extended to include nematic interactions and an appro-
priate deviation from the GM rule. It has been shown
that as the McMillan parameter aA (and hence the
chain length in a homologous series) is decreased, theFigure 2. Calculated phase diagram with R1 = 15, R2 = 0.6,
SmAd–SmA1 line goes over to the SmAd–N1 Re line whichP* = 0.15, Y = 1.4, Q= 1, showing the re-entrant Nd–N1

(indicated in the text as Nd Re–N1 Re ) transition line starting � nally becomes the Nd Re –N1 Re transition line, the latter
from a critical point; this continues as a SmAd–N1 line ending in a critical point, as seen experimentally [12].
and extends as a SmAd–SmA1 line as aA is increased. The

Also for a range of aA , we get the possibility of
inset is a similar diagram with P* and Y increased to 0.18

N–SmAd –Nd Re –N1 Re –SmA1 phase sequence on cooling.and 2, respectively, showing that the SmAd–N1 transition
The Nd Re –N1 Re transition occurs over a very small rangeoccurs over a smaller range of aA values.
of aA .

homologous series, namely, DB8 ONO2 and DB1 0 ONO2 .
In the phase diagram, X denotes the mol % of the longer
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